12 Dec 2012

Pre-Christmas Letter
Hi Grandma,
As the heading indicates above, whenever you actually receive this letter, it was written prior to
Christmas (which means there will be another letter after Christmas with updates).
As we discussed on the phone (and I mentioned in my last letter), the girls are getting 2 new dolls
(called American Girl dolls) for Christmas for which (since they are larger) I am having to sew an entire
new wardrobe! I have been working on the clothes nearly every day since mid-November and while I
have gotten a lot done, I have a lot left to do! There will be scraps of each of the fabrics I used in the
next letter & while I have been logging my progress on a webpage on the internet, I have adapted the
webpage below since I know you'll never see the webpage (skip to page 4 for pictures – by the way, the
pink t-shirt in many pictures came with the dolls, I did not make it):
11/13 - Today I made my first doll dress. I have made clothes for my girls (although not in years), but I
have never done doll clothes before. It turned out nice, but next time I will use a lighter fabric.
I used the t-shirt the dolls came with under the dress for the picture; I think it looks better with a shirt
underneath.
Picture #1
Difficulty: Pretty easy (with the right fabric!)
Time: A little over 1 hour
11/14 - I borrowed the hem diameter from the Drawstring Dress and then guesstimated the length.
Turned out fine, but I thought it might be nicer longer, so I modified it slightly for the second one I
made.
The fabric is a cute floral of unknown (but very light) material (polyester?). I made little shorts out of
this for my girls years ago, but it didn't hold up so I never used it again. I brought it back out for doll
clothes as the dolls won't be as hard on their clothes as 4 year old girls!
Picture #2 & 3
Difficulty: Really easy.
Time: 30 minutes? I didn't keep track – the second one went faster.
11/16 - I took the simplest dress you made and attempted to design a pattern based on it (adding 25%
to all measurements, as the American Girl Dolls are a bit bigger than the ones you gave them).
The result wasn't too bad. What killed me was the pleat, I had never done one before!
I used sew-in snaps instead of Velcro because I like snaps and don't like working with hot glue. I can
sew in the snaps while watching TV & don't have to worry about getting glue on everything else
because I am not paying enough attention!
This fabric was left over from some shorts I made the girls a few years ago.
Picture #4&5
Difficulty: Somewhat challenging – especially the pleat!
Time: I wish I had kept track, I'd guess about 2-2.5 hours

11/19 - Skirts and dresses are great, but nothing beats a nice pair of blue jeans. The beautiful part of
making blue jeans for a doll is an old pair of my jeans has more than enough fabric for two pair for
them (so they are basically free!). I made a second pair on 11/22, but I stitched little pretend back
pockets with blue thread on this pair. They won't fool anyone, but I think they look nice. On 11/24 I
did a little hand-embroidery on the pant leg of the first pair to dress them up a little. I'm pretty rusty
(I can't remember the last thing I embroidered!) but I think it turned out ok (might be too small in
picture for you to see).
Picture #6
Difficulty: Surprisingly easy.
Time: 1 hour per pair + embroidery
11/20 - Emily likes yoga & the girls think it is cool, so their dolls should have yoga pants! I used the
same super-easy pattern as the blue jeans & this time did two pair at a time. Under 90 minutes & both
dolls have exercise-wear. The fabric is a hemp-cotton blend from - you guessed it - an old pair of (my)
yoga pants. I used a bright yellow thread and a fancy stitch at the cuff and a different fancy stitch at
the waist. This fabric was slightly lighter than the well-worn denim, so it was even easier to work
with. I added the little glass bead heart to the front, I thought it looked nice that way.
Picture #7
Difficulty: Piece of cake!
Time: 2 pair in about 90 minutes + time to sew in the beads
11/21 - I made my first t-shirt; it looks better in the picture. I've always hated knits. Not wearing
them, wearing them is ok, but I like fabric that doesn't change size & shape while you are working with
it. I may try one more time, but at this point I am strongly considering cutting out several shirts and
having mom sew them when she comes to town.
The material was an old shirt of mine.
Picture #8
Difficulty: Really bad.
Time: A long time.
11/27 - I cut up a pair of old jeans last week to make little jeans, this week I found a cute little jean
skirt from the end of the pant leg of a pair of jeans. I suspect this one works better if you are using a
women's jeans (lighter fabric), but it turned out ok.
Picture #9
Difficulty: Pretty easy - would be easier with lighter denim.
Time: Under an hour
11/28 - I had some really pretty white satin material that I thought would make a really nice dress. My
concern was that if I do it all white, it will look like a wedding dress. A cheap wedding dress ...
I dug through my fabric bin & turns out I have just enough light violet satin material to do the dress
two-tone. I was more than a little worried as I didn't have enough material to re-do it if I messed up!
The white part turned out ok enough, but for some reason it doesn't close all the way in the back - I
decided that this is not reason enough to scrap it and kept plugging away at it.
I did not hem the bottom as it will attach to the violet; I also did not do any double fold overs (whatever
they are called) except on the back seam as this fabric is really hard to work with as it is, and I was

worried it will eventually completely fray into pieces. UPDATE: I used a candle to slightly melt the
edges to keep them from fraying - it looks like this worked great!
For the bottom half, I used every inch of the violet I had (which is why the scrap I am sending you is so
small) and pleat it to fit. All-in-all, a really pretty dress - even in person - but it doesn't really close in
back. I can sew a snap at the top, but it seems silly to do so - it isn't like it is going to fall off, it just
isn't closed. For a doll, I'm not worried. If I did it again, the top would be shorter. It works this way,
but would be cuter that way.
Picture #10
Difficulty: Overly ambitious? Nope! Quite challenging? Oh, yeah!
Time: About 2.5 hours
11/29 - I just discovered Daydream Doll Boutique and found this reversible skirt pattern on it. It's
super-easy to make & really cute! Unlike a lot of the 2-in-1 dresses I have seen patterns for, this
actually makes sense and is no more work than making a simple non-reversible skirt. As always, I
skipped the Velcro that the pattern called for and used sew-in snaps.
I stayed after work today and made a second skirt. Took just as long as the first because the fabric was
a challenge (it was the purple floral one side and yellow floral on the other side – same as the 2 I made
on 11/14 & in your scraps). It looks cute & the girls will love it! I made no changes to the pattern, just
different fabric. I sewed in the snaps while watching TV that night & the next day I made a third skirt
from two of my shirts.
Picture #11-24 - 17-24 are the pairings of fabric, you can imagine what the skirts look like.
Difficulty: A breeze!
Time: 30 minutes each, plus the sew-in snap (10 minutes or so)
11/30 - A friend of ours who has a daughter Hannah's age let me raid her fabric collection for clothes in
exchange for sewing some outfits for her daughter's doll. This will be enough material for 8 more
reversible skirts and cooking outfits (apron, oven mitt & maybe a chef hat). If I have time, I may also
make tote bags for the dolls.
12/3-6 - Today I made a simple peasant top I found online. The person that designed it did so for a doll
that was not only a different size, but also different shape (skinnier) and all plastic (the American girl
dolls are cloth bodies with plastic head, arms & legs), so my first attempt to modify it didn't fit exactly
right. Her pattern called for a single piece of fabric (kinda ingenious) and was very simple to make but
to make it the right size, I needed a 32" x 7" piece of fabric & since I used old dress shirts (the first one
was an old one of my grandpa's that was starting to wear out) for fabric, there wasn't a section of shirt
that big. So, the body is two pieces (front & back) and the arms are each 1 piece.
The next day I took a seam ripper to the shirt & figured out what changes needed to be made for it to
fit better, but the next day I had to take a sick day from work so no work got done that day (one of the
kids picked up a stomach bug & we were sharing a Coke the night before, so we all got it). The
following day I attempted to make up for lost time & completed the revised shirt (which fit great!) and
also started to cut 10" strips of the fabric that our friend gave me for the skirts.
I will be making a printed pattern for this shirt & sharing it on the Internet.
Picture #25
Time: About 90 minutes each shirt, not including measurements & revising the pattern.
Difficulty: Rather challenging, due to arms being separate pieces.

12/7 - Today I finished cutting the 10" strips from the 16 different bolts of fabric, ironed the strips &
traced 2 skirts on each piece (1 for my girls & one for their friend). At home that night I cut out all 32
pieces while watching TV with Emily and some friends. It went quicker than I anticipated & I found
that I wished I had taken a little more work home with me to do as the next step had to wait until I
went back to work on Monday.
12/9 - I designed a pair of original patterns today that I will share on the Internet. Hannah has slept
with a sleep mask for years, so I thought she might like to have matching masks for her and her doll. I
went out on the Internet and could not find a free pattern (and the only paid pattern I found didn't look
to be very good), so I started designing one myself based on the mask she usually wears (and then
scaled a second one down for the doll). I'm planning to make nightgowns for the girls (with matching
doll-size nightgowns), but I haven't bought the fabric yet, so I will wait to make the masks until I have
that fabric (so they match).
12/10 - I came in a few minutes early to work & pinned 6 of the 16 reversible skirts & at lunch sewed &
ironed them. I had hoped to finish them after work, but my ride was earlier than I had planned so I
only got 4 more pinned and a little work done on the sleep masks. I'm still waiting for the fabric, but
the part that touches her face will be a material I already have (from grandpa's dress shirt), so I cut
that out as well as some nice fleece for the inside padding. I can feel the time crunch as I only have 5
more working day lunches left to sew + any days I stay late after work.
12/11 - Between lunch & staying late today, I finished all of the remaining reversible skirts (11 total for
my girls and 8 for their friend). Since I had already finished 9, the remaining 10 went pretty smoothly.
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12/12 - Still left to do are: 1 more shirt like I made on 12/6, 3 chef outfits, 3 sets of hospital scrubs,
nightgowns for kids & dolls and time permitting, 3 tote bags for the dolls. I have a lot of work left to
do! You'll have to wait until the next letter to see if I finished in time for Christmas, but the next letter
will (hopefully) have pictures of the girls opening & playing with them as well. I'm also saving my
sewing scraps for you so you can see each of the fabrics I used.
Sorry there aren't separate pictures for each of the skirts made with the fabrics in pictures 17-24, but I
suspect you can imagine them well enough & the main thing is what the fabric prints looked like. I'll
write again after Christmas with an update, I hope you have a wonderful Christmas!

♥ Don & Family

I have to admit, this one is my favourite – especially
the little boa – the girls are going to love it!

